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The issue you
selected

Proposal 

How to realize the
above proposal?
(Procedures/Pro
cesses for your
proposal)

Evaluation (1)
from the viewpoint
of effectiveness
(Expected
Impact/Outcome
)

Evaluation (2)
from the viewpoint
of feasibility (For
example,
financial,
technical or
administrative
feasibility)
Evaluation (3)
from the viewpoint
of sustainability
(Your proposal
is sustainable
from financial,
technical or
other

Items in
procedures/proc

esses
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Formulation of a format for data collection Selection a pilot case in a sub-basin

Assigning work among public-people sectors

Expand the same procedure to the other sub-basin 

5
Difficulty in
Implementation of
your proposal

6

Other Related
Organizations

Please turn on the next sheet

Royal Irrigation Department, other public sector offices, organized civil societies, and local people.
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3

4

Collection of water uses data at the community level for sharing between public and people sector
which will lead to a decision made.

Formulation of a format for data collection;  Selecting a pilot case in a sub-basin;  Assigning work
among public-people sectors;  Collection of data of water use;  Consultations to analyze the data
among villagers concerned;  Involving industry into the process of data collection;  Create water use
scenarios for a decision to be made;  Expand the same procedure to the other sub-basin.

Water use either in natural and man-made source will be realized and hence it will be easier to raise
awareness for involvement of people in sharing water through an allocation process. All other
instruments for example regulations …

Collection of data of water use and consultations to analyze the data among villagers concerned and
involving industry into the process of data collection

Country Name : Thailand Name of Organization : Department of Water Resou

Implementation
Agenda

Coordination of various agencies concerned including non-governmental organization to cooperate in th

Data of water uses is always a projection one and it was estimated at the river basin level. This data is
quite far from understanding of people sector. Therefore, when considering the scenario of water uses
there is a lack of acceptance from the stakeholder groups (mostly from the RBO) that attended the
workshops.

Create water use scenarios for a decision to be made and expand the same procedure to the other
sub-basin.
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Items in
procedures/proc

esses
2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

Gathering experts in related various fields

Consultations to exchange information and dissemination of knowledge

Identifying topics that will be presented and exchanged viewpoints

Study tour and exchanging knowledge and experiences

Reporting of knowledge concerned

Difficulty in
Implementation of
your proposal
Other Related
Organizations

To find a multidisciplinary knowledge in one or two persons is difficult. In order to implement this it has to

Royal Irrigation Department, other public sector offices, organized civil societies, and local people.

Country Name : Thailand Name of Organization : Department of Water Resou

Data of water uses is always a projection one and it was estimated at the river basin level. This data is
quite far from understanding of people sector. Therefore, when considering the scenario of water uses
there is a lack of acceptance from the stakeholder groups (mostly from the RBO) that attended the
workshopsSharing of the other water resources information including knowledge in relevant fields which are
hydrology, socio-economic, and environmental sciences at the level of river basin particularly with
RBO.

Implementation
Agenda

Need budget for dissemination of knowledge and also personnel who will sacrifice in doing this work.

The problem of sustainability is crucial. There is no supported agency that has its direct mandate in
doing this work. It will be done through voluntarily basis.

Gathering experts in related various fields;  Consultations to exchange information and dissemination
of knowledge;  Identifying topics that will be presented and exchanged viewpoints;  Study tour and
exchanging knowledge and experiences;  Reporting of knowledge concerned.

There is civil society that has knowledge in water resources and can use it to help managing the
resources.


